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Independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)

The probability of two alternatives to be chosen  is not effected by 
the presence or the characteristics of any other alternatives. 

Prominent examples:
- red bus /blue bus paradox

- route choice problem by 
Daganzo and Sheffi
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Similarities between alternatives
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Accounting for similarities in discrete choice models

Similarities can be accounted for by
- restructuring the variance-covariance matrix, or
- introducing a similarity measure in the systematic part of 

the utility function.

The aimed approach should be:
- usable for practical (i.e. large scale) applications
- easy to compute
- transferable to any choice context
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Restructuring the variance-covariance matrix

Allowing for correlations between alternatives by:
- opening the variance-covariance structure
- introducing multivariate error terms

Most prominent and most general approaches are: 
Multinomial Probit
Mixed Multinomial Logit

- Random Parameter Logit
- Error Component Logit
- Mixed Spatially Correlated Logit Model

Network GEV models
- Nested Logit
- Cross Nested Logit
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Restructuring the variance-covariance matrix

Advantages: 
- very flexible 
- Many/all correlation structures can be represented
- accounting for taste heterogeneities
- MMNL and GEV models have a closed model formulation

Disadvantages:
- high estimation complexity
- much time and effort needed for specification as well as for 

identification, i.e. employing constraints to find unique solutions
- not suitable for large size applications such as real transport 

networks
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Implicit availability/perception model (IAP)

Main assumptions
- the decision-maker has an imperfect knowledge of the

alternatives, and 
- he has limited information processing abilities

=> he does not chose from the universal choice set C but from his 
individual choice set Cn

The utility of an alternative is extended by a term qCin representing 
its degree of membership in the individual choice set Cn: 

inCin
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qCin as a measure of independence of an alternative

The dependencies of an alternative
- decrease its probability to be perceived as separate alternative.
- decrease its probability to be included in the individual choice set.
- are equivalent to the degree of similarities with other alternatives. 

Gower’s (1985) “General Coefficient of Similarity”:
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Existing formulations accounting for similarities

Private transport route choice
- C-Logit  Cascetta et al. (1996) 
- Path Size Logit Bierlaire and Ben-Akiva (1999) 
- Generalised Path Size Logit Ramming (2002)

Public transport Connection Choice
- Autonomy of a connection Friedrich et al. (2000)

Spatial Correlations
- Competing Destinations Fotheringham (1988)
- Spatial Dependency Parameter   Mohammadian et al. (2005)  
- Field Effect Variable Dugundji and Walker (2005)

Activity or trip chains
- Sequence Alignment Method Joh et al. (2002) 
- Prospective Utility Kitamura (1984) 
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C-Logit and Generalised Path Size Logit

C-Logit
- similarity coefficient CFin is added to the utility function 
- CFin gives the logarithmic percentage of route length that a

route shares with other routes.

Path Size Logit
- The Path Size factor PSin corrects the length of each route.
- It is based on the length of the shared links of the route i

and the length of the routes that share a link with i, relative
to the length of the shortest route using that link

Generalised Path Size Logit
- Each link is given the size one, which is allocated 

among all the routes using that link. 
- GPSin is the sum of the link sizes weighted by the

contribution of each link to the overall route length. 
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Autonomy of a connection 

There relative influence ej(i) of a connection i on another one j is 
characterised by:
- the time gap between corresponding departure and arrival 

times
- the difference in speed
- the difference in price

The Autonomy of a Connection is then defined as the reciprocal of 
one plus the sum of all influences ej(i) from other connections. 
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Spatial Correlations 

Competing Destinations
A correction term is calculated

- based on the differences between their attributes, or
- based on the spatial distance between them. 

Spatial Dependency Parameter
- Spatial dependency parameter represents the influence of

one decision-maker has on another by choosing a certain
alternative.

Field Effect Variable
- CNL model for the correlations between alternatives.
- Field Effect variable accounts for spatial or social correlations

between decision-makers, represented by a graphical
network of the interdependencies.
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Activity and trip chaining problems 

Sequence Alignment Method
- designed for alternatives characterised by multiple attributes

with multivariate descriptions and a certain sequential order.
- biological rather than geometrical distance is employed, i.e.

the smallest number of attribute changes (mutations) that is
necessary to equalise two alternatives

Prospective Utility
- accounts for dependencies not only in spatial but also in

temporal and causal dimensions
- integrates the utility of a consequent trip that might be 

made after the visit to the spatial zone in question 
- characteristicis: likelihood of visiting another zone, the

spatial distance between the zones and the utility of the
activity in the subsequent zone. 
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Evaluation of the similarity factor formulations

Advantages
- Attenuation of the IIA property
- Error terms remain type I extreme value distributed
- Closed model formulation preserved 
- No necessity for a priori assumptions about the correlation 

structure
- Relatively low effort in terms of specification and estimation

Shortcomings
- Presented similarity measures are only applicable to specific 

choice situations
- No simultaneous account of route, mode and destination 

choice
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Work Program

1. Identification of appropriate similarity factors

2. Formulation of the Logit model

3. Specification of the similarity factors and model tests

4. Application to a combined route mode and destination choice 
model

5. General guidance on similarities in discrete choice modelling
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Data Sets

GPS data sets 
- for Zurich, Geneva and Winterthur
- “on-person” GPS data, including all trips of 4886 man-days
- mode, route and destination choice

Air traffic route choice
- air connections booked by Swiss frequent flyer November 

2006 for 75 European ODs
- choice set generation by web robots
- connection choice including fares

Swiss Microcensus 2005
- will be combined with spatial information about the zones
- route, mode and destination choice
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Multinomial Probit and Mixed Logit

Multinomial Probit

- error terms εin are multivariate normal distributed
- alternatives can be correlated in any fashion

Mixed (Multinomial) Logit

- Random parameter Logit (RPL)
- Error Component Logit (ECL)
- error terms remain type I extreme value distributed
- introduction of a multivariate distributed term ξin

- utility function: Uin= V‘in+ ξin+ εin
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Network GEV models

Correlations are represented by a single source network without 
circles

This can also be interpreted as subdividing alternatives into nests

Nested Logit
- no correlations between alternatives belonging to different

nests, only within each nest
- utility function of alternative i in nest j:

Uin = Vin+ Vjn+ Vi|jn+ ε in+ ε jn+εi|jn

Cross Nested Logit
- alternatives can belong to multiple nests at the same time
- allocation parameter αin specifies the degree of

membership for each nest
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C-Logit and Path Size Logit

C-Logit (Cascetta et al. 1996)

Path Size Logit (Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire, 1999)

Generalised Path Size (Ramming, 2002)
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Competing Destinations

Likelihood function formulations for the inclusion of Alternative i in 
the individual choice set Cn

- for the differences between alternative characteristics

- for the spatial distance
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